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I would like to quote something from PAST, which I believe would fill in the gaps of FUTURE



LOGIC takes you from A to B, but 
IMAGINATION takes you everywhere



On these lines, I would like to present a future concept of 

HEX-A-TRAL



HEX-A-TRAL = Hexagon + Fractal



Habitat Technology Sustainability



With every activity of ours, the fossil reserve
on Earth is being utilized which would lead
to complete extinction in near future !

Are we in alarming situation to figure out
alternative source of energy?

And if our answer is yes ,

Imagining a city that is not addicted to fossil
fuels. Interpreting the way we live, work,
and move around the city, our main source
of energy would come from humans
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The easiest – simplest activity/process that
humans do is to MOVE !
There is limitless amount of energy which is
created during human movement and any of
the activities stated above.

The idea is to extract the same energy and
simulate this source of energy for future
human needs

CONCLUSION



Which can be achieved by a unit called FRACTAL 



FRACTAL 
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But why FRACTAL in HEXAGONAL Shape ?







Pressure SensitiveStructure Stability

Equipped with 
Bionic Sensors 

Independent from 
Secondary Source

Energy StorageFossil Independent 
Renewable Energy



APPLICATION



HEX-A-TRAL units
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HEX-A-TRAL units

ENERGY SHARING and STORING by 
means of simple activity like walking 



















In the process of SPACE TRANSFORMATION,
the surrounding spaces or the spaces nearby
modify as well. This can be monitored by
Hex-A-Tral and can reach to an equilibrium
state as per human needs.












